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[PREMIUM QUALITY USB WIRED COMPUTER KEYBOARD] : The LED backlit keyboard panel is
made of all-metal material, shockproof and wear resistant. The surface of the button is coated with a
skin-like rubber oil to add a delicate feel. So it is very comfortable to use, gaming keyboard perfect
game assistant. Anti-interference magnet ring, gold-plate interface and waterproof braid USB
cables, guarantees stable data transmitting.
[COLORFUL RAINBOW LED BACKLIGHT GAMING KEYBOARD] : WisFox Gaming Keyboard is
Mixed Colorful Rainbow LED Backlight, each keycap is brightly colored. Adjustable breathing speed
and breathing mode illuminated keyboard provide crystal clear and uniform backlight. The letters
never fade, which can bring the ultimate typing experience.
[MULTI MEDIA & ANTI GHOSTING DESIGN] : The scientific Humanized design of the keycap
makes it easy for your fingers to touch all the keys, improving hand comfort for long game or work
need. 19-key anti-ghosting technology allows you to use more combinations to win the game. 12
multimedia key combinations for easy work or gameplay to provide a smooth, responsive gaming
experience and increase efficiency.
[ERGONOMIC & SPILL-RESISTANT DESIGN] : WISFOX gaming keyboard with ergonomic design
keycap and keyboard shelf, keep your fingers and wrists in the most comfortable state, no matter
how long you type or how intense your gaming marathons are, you are always comfortable, and the
Gaming keyboard can keep stable no slip. The spill-resistant keyboard design make you do not
have to worry about the keyboard malfunctioning after accidental spills.
[EASY TO OPERATE AND POWERFUL COMPATIBILITY] : WisFox Computer gaming keyboard
can meet your work and gaming need. Plug and play without any software, it is an excellent choice
for PC, laptop, computer keyboard. It is compatible with Windows 95/98 / XP / 2000 / ME / VISTA /
7/8/10 and Mac OS. (Multimedia functions are Not available for MacOS).Interchangeable Direction
Key
FN + W: Fast switching "W" â€œSâ€• "A" "D" to "" "" "" "". Switching to the game state at any
time.12 combinations of multimedia keys facilitate the operation of your work or game and improve
efficiency
Perfect Splash Resistance
Two drains on the back provide improved splash resistance. It can't damage from spilled beverages
or coffee, and you don't have to worry about tipping over when playing games.
Rainbow LED Backlit Mode & Breathing Mode
Sun Shape Keycap: Control Rainbow LED Backlit ON/OFF
FN + Sun Shape Keycap: Switching constant lighting mode to breathing mode. Rainbow LED Backlit
Bright Adjustment.
Ergonomic Design
The scientific ergonomic design of the keycap design makes it easy for your fingers to touch all the
keys, improving hand comfort for long game or work needs.
Ultra-Thin Floating Keycap Design
Detachable keycap design allows the 104 keys of the gaming keyboard to be removed, so that you
can easily clean your gaming keyboard and easily install it after cleaning.
Widely Match
Designed professionally for computer game, supported operating systems range from Windows
2000/2003 / XP / Vista / Win7 / Win8 / Win10 / Mac OS and so on. Review 2021, feedback 2021,
promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest,
value for money.

